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"Sandy" and James Dannis (PAULA TRACY)

Couple: Northern Pass kills land value
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DALTON – While a Northern Pass report contends new transmission towers would drop property values no

more than 10 percent, at least one independent appraisal has found the loss of value would be much higher.

Alexandra M. "Sandy" Dannis and her husband, James, are the owners of Twelve Homesteads Farm, on the

alternative path of the project's proposed transmission line. The couple paid for a certified appraisal, trying to

determine the impact on their property's value.

The results? A 135-acre tract with no home on the site would lose 63 percent of its value. Smaller tracts would

see higher losses.

"The major conclusion with this analysis is that bisecting a lot with a

(high-voltage line) ... revokes the residential highest and best value,"

according to the certified appraisal by White Mountain Appraisals, Inc.

The couple has submitted the report and an assessment of the

property's historical features, views and natural resources prepared by

Watershed to Wildlife Inc. to the Department of Energy.

Northern Pass, a collaboration between PSNH's parent company,

Northeast Utilities, NStar and Hydro-Quebec, has filed an application

for a presidential permit with the DOE to build a 180-mile-long

transmission line from the Quebec border at Pittsburg to Deerfield. The

project would bring 1,200 megawatts of hydro power to the New England market. The $1.1 billion project seeks

to improve 140 miles of existing Public Service Company of New Hampshire right-of-way to convey the power

and must still find 40 miles of line north of Groveton.

The towers would range in height from 80 to 135 feet.

On the Northern Pass website is a report by James A. Chalmers, PhD. of Billings, Montana. It analyzes 21

studies across the country, assessing impacts of high voltage transmission lines on property values.

The report said the impacts "tend to be small; almost always less than 10 percent and usually in the range of 3-6

percent."

In their scoping comments, the Dannises state they do not question the Chalmers report "but we submit that it

is entirely irrelevant to the question of transmission line value impacts in northern New Hampshire."

They said the Chalmers report relates to "urban, suburban, more developed, higher-density, less remote and/or

less view-driven land than what is here."

On April 12, Northern Pass, filed an amendment removing five alternative routes, including the one over the

Dannis property, from consideration. The plan is now to focus solely on the existing right-of-way, which PSNH

owns, and find a new route through the north country.

They have asked for 60 days more and an extended comment period.

In October the couple, like many residents, found their property on lines drawn out on a map at selectmen

gatherings and published in newspapers.

Jim Dannis said he found it "a really strange approach."

Rather than receiving a letter or a knock or a personal contact, he took the published line over his land as an

in-your-face attack, he said.

A Raymond native, former Boston area attorney who was a selectman in Milford and is now an independent
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investor, Dannis said, "I felt we really better worry about this," because of the way it was presented.

The alternative plan looked to cross one-and-a-half miles of their land, through three wetlands, over the open

fields that they had made for wildlife clearings, and directly over a small lot where their son has indicated he

would someday like to build.

In addition to filing as interveners, the couple successfully filed a motion with the U.S. Department of Energy

asking it to remove Normandeau Associations Inc. of Bedford as lead consultant for the Environmental Impact

Statement. They cited the company's perceived conflict with past work for Northeast Utilities. Northern Pass

withdrew its request for Normandeau to handle the EIS.

The Dannises also quickly hired appraisers to get out on the land before the snow fell.

The couple's holdings in Dalton total more than 1,500 acres. The White Mountain Appraisals, Inc. study took

135 acres on the tract without a building on it and considered that the entire parcel for study. It also analyzed

32.5 acres of cleared field within that acreage and then a 12.5-acre building site within that. Imagining Northern

Pass towers bisecting the tract, the study analyzed before- and after-value at both current values and at peak

values in 2007.

In the case of the 135-acre parcel, the property decreased in value by 63 percent from today's value. In the

smaller, 32-acre parcel of mostly fields, it concluded the decrease in value from high voltage lines would be 84

percent, and for the 12.5-acre house lot, the decrease in value would be 91 percent, taking it from an as-is value

of $68,000 to $6,000.

When the real estate market was high, in 2007, they also made calculations for the same three lots and the

135-acre lot lost 52 percent of its value, the middle-sized lot lost 72 percent and the 12.5-acre lot dropped 82

percent, from a value of $87,000 to $16,000.

The March 22, 2011, certified appraisal was signed by James C. Walker, president of White Mountain

Appraisals. Combined, the studies cost the couple more than than $10,000.

Dannis submitted the report to the Department of Energy on April 12.

"If the Department of Energy wants to take this process seriously, they need to look at impact," Jim Dannis

said. "We want to push the analysis into a science-based level of discussion. They are putting out data that has

no relevance whatsoever."

The fact that land in the northern part of the state is likely at the bottom of the market for value helps Northern

Pass, he argued. It has indicated it wants to seek willing-seller, willing-buyer arrangements for the easements,

but would be willing to seek eminent domain if a parcel is necessary for the $1.1 billion project.

Legislation is currently being considered in Concord which would make merchant projects such as this

unqualified for condemnation of land. It has passed the House overwhelmingly and is in the Senate.

The Dannises said they love Dalton, which is northwest of Littleton along the Connecticut River. They found it

while on a cycling trip and consider this area "the real New Hampshire."

They bought the historic Blakesley farm, an American Gothic, in 1992. Over the years they have been adding to

the land holdings surrounding it, thus the name 12 Homesteads Farm. They hay their fields and actively create

wildlife openings which afford views of the Presidential range.Despite the assurances the alternative routes are

being dropped, the Dannises said that means nothing to them. They noted they can come back again. It is about

the larger question.

The project "revokes the highest and best use of people's lands and impacts other properties within its view,"

he said. "We believe this project is wrong for the North Country and New Hampshire and it's about disrespect.

We are committed more than ever," Jim Dannis said.

In an email, Friday, Martin Murray, PSNH Senior Corporate News Representative said the study posted on the

Northern Pass website regarding property values is "presented as one piece of research that can be utilized

when one is considering the issue. We're working to develop additional material that is more closely aligned

with the project area."
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He continued, "An appraisal that claims an impact of 90 percent is certainly curious, and will likely be

questioned, as it seems to be unrealistic."
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